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Abstract
We have designed experimental scenarios and collected data from Slovak and Argentinian
Spanish testing the effect of manipulating acoustic-prosodic features of synthesized voices, to
either entrain or disentrain with respect to the human user’s voice, on trust of users toward the
avatars with these synthesized voices. The results of these experiments and our continued
exploration of human-human entrainment in spoken dialogue corpora provide a rather complex
and multidimensional picture of prosodic entrainment and its potential for calibrating trust in
human-machine spoken interactions. The key results include: 1) not only entrainment but also
disentrainment in terms of acoustic-prosodic features might facilitate trust of humans towards
computer avatars, 2) different prosodic features affect the trust-entrainment relationship
differently, 3) most of our results were consistent for both Slovak and Argentinian Spanish, which
points to complex, yet systematic and cross-culturally valid, nature of the trust-entrainment
relationship, and 4) the observations from human-human dialogues are generally consistent with
human-machine experiments and offer also novel factors, such as biological sex and task-role,
that affect speech entrainment and the entrainment-trust relationship.

Report
Our goal was to test the hypothesis that automated systems (e.g. avatars) with synthesized
voices that are modified to become more prosodically entrained (similar) to the voices of their
human interlocutors are more trustworthy for these interlocutors than the avatars whose voices
are not manipulated this way. Furthermore, by using data primarily from Slovak and Argentinian
Spanish, and comparing them to the available data from English, we were interested in finding
the aspects of the entrainment-trust relationship that might be cross-culturally valid and those
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that might vary across various languages and cultures. Our hypothesis is motivated by several
studies of human-human dialogues showing positive effects of speech entrainment on several
aspects of these conversations.
Our approach was based on 1) designing novel scenarios for probing the hypothesized link
between prosodic entrainment and trust from different angles, 2) using the developed scenarios
for collecting and analyzing the data in experiments in Slovakia and Argentina, and 3)
continuing the investigations of human-human conversations with the goal of better
understanding the factors underlying human-human entrainment in spoken interactions.
Regarding 1) we have created four games and associated protocols to use as experimental
tools: GoFish-v2, True/False, NavGame, and GuessWho. GoFish-v2 is a card game modified
from the original GoFishWithHelpers design of R. Levitan in which the subject plays against the
computer and elicits cards from the computer’s hand to collect sets of four cards of identical
value. Before each turn, the subject asks one of two avatars for advice which card to ask for and
has to follow this advice. One of the avatars entrains its voice to the subset of prosodic features
extracted from each request for advice of the user. The quality of advice is controlled and the
trust measure thus corresponds to which avatar the subject asks more often during the
game; the one whose voice entrains to the subject or the other one.
True/False is a game in which the subject hears statements of unknown veracity and guesses if
the statement is true or false. The statements are synthesized by using three levels of prosodic
features: mean pitch, intensity and speech rate. We can thus examine if the operationalization
of trust as belief in the veracity of the statement is affected by prosodic features. Moreover,
having baseline values for the speaker’s pitch, intensity and speech rate, a post-hoc analysis
can test the relationship between the prosodic similarity of the subject’s prosody and the
prosody of the statements on the one hand and the subject’s belief in their veracity on the other
hand.
NavGame is a one-person adventure game motivated by the Harry Potter character. The
subject is faced with multiple decisions and is advised before each one which choice to take by
two owl-like helpers. The voices of the helpers are modified in the same way as in GoFish-v2.
The game involves much more spontaneous and varied speech from the subject and the
avatars compared to GoFish-v2, and the option to vary the stakes in the decision. The trust
measure corresponds to whose advise the subject follows more often during the game.
Finally, GuessWho is a game in which the subject and a computer avatar take turns to ask yesno questions (e.g., does your character have curly hair?) in order to eliminate irrelevant faces
from their own board, and ultimately guess the opponent's target face. To avoid ASR errors, we
use a Wizard-of-Oz setup, in which a hidden human operator (the wizard) is responsible for all
speech recognition and understanding. In our protocol, the subject plays two games against
each of the two avatars; one with entraining and one with disentraining voice features.
Subsequently, the subject is asked to choose one of the two avatars, against whom they will
have to play one more game for extra monetary bonus if they win. Hence, the trust measure
concerns the selection of the avatar for the final game: we expect subjects should select the
avatar whose skills they trust less.
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In all of the games we designed an online system for (dis)entrainment modifications to the textto-speech synthesized voices testing the concept of dynamically adjusting TTS during the
interaction rather than modifications of pre-recorded utterances. For some games (GoFish-v2
and NavGame) also automatic speech recognition (ASR) system was required and it was either
designed or an existing one was implemented. In both Slovakia and Argentina we collected data
from GoFish-v2 and True/False while NavGame was tested in Slovakia and GuessWho in
Argentina only.
The results of experiments using these research tools and continued exploration of entrainment
in spoken dialogue corpora provide a rather complex and multidimensional picture of
prosodic entrainment and its relationship to trust in human-machine spoken interactions.
The key findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Not only entrainment but also disentrainment in terms of acoustic-prosodic features
might facilitate trust of humans towards computer avatars.
2. Different prosodic features affect the trust-entrainment relationship differently.
3. Most of our results were consistent for both Slovak and Argentinian Spanish, which
points to complex, yet systematic and cross-culturally valid, nature of the trustentrainment relationship.
4. The observations from human-human dialogues are generally consistent with humanmachine experiments and offer also novel factors, such as biological sex and task-role,
that affect speech entrainment and the entrainment-trust relationship.
Our original hypothesis was that acoustic-prosodic entrainment of avatar’s voices positively
affects trust of humans toward this avatars. This hypothesis was supported with GoFish-v2 with
both Slovak and Argentinian subjects when the modification of the base TTS system adjusted
all three investigated features: pitch, intensity, and speech rate (Benus et al., in prep.).
Moreover, the prosodic similarity between the subject’s speech and the statements in the
True/False game suggested a facilitatory effect of this similarity in guessing the veracity of
statements (Gálvez et al. 17). On the other hand, the beneficial effects of acoustic-prosodic disentrainment on the development of human trust toward avatars was observed a) in GoFish-v2
when only speech rate was manipulated for both Slovaks and Argentinians (Levitan et al. 16), b)
in Slovak females playing NavGame when prosodic dis-entrainment was boosted to counter low
variability of the subject’ speech (Benus et al. 18), and c) in Argentinian GuessWho when all
three features were modified (Gauder et al. 18).
The importance and relevance of both entrainment and dis-entrainment (for trust and other
aspects of conversations) were corroborated in analyses of human speech corpora containing
task-oriented dialogues in Slovak, Spanish, and English. In English, the perceived level of
engagement, encouragement, control, or likability in dialogues, all plausibly linked to trust,
correlated with a discrete operationalization of prosodic entrainment (Gravano et al. 15).
However, in the same data, a measure combining both entrainment and disentrainment showed
a robust significant correlation with the degree of speaker engagement (Perez et al. 16). In a
comparative Slovak corpus, features extracted with a novel approach to the bottom-up
parametrization of prosodic characterization of utterances revealed a complex interplay of
entrainment and disentrainment on the global and local levels and in different sets of prosodic
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features (Reichel et al, accepted with revisions). Hence, the multifaceted cognitive system
underlying the way we cue discourse, pragmatic, and interpersonal meanings by systematic
variations in our speech prosody is a rich ground for further explorations.
The consistency of results for both Slovak and Argentinian Spanish was observed in both
rounds of GoFish-v2 as well as in the True/False games (Gálvez et al. 16). Additionally, the
same pattern of association of trust and prosodic disentrainment was observed in Slovak
NavGame and Spanish GuessWho (Benus et al. 18, Gauder et al. 18). This consistency was
corroborated by finding similar patterns of acoustic-prosodic entrainment in human-human
dialogues in Spanish and Slovak observed in comparable corpora and analyzed with identical
methods for feature extraction and statistical analyses (Levitan et al. 15a). This suggests that
when the implementation of the human-machine entrainment is consistent across language and
culture, the relationship between prosodic entrainment, in terms of mean pitch, intensity and
speech rate, and trust seems complex, yet cross-linguistically and cross-culturally stable.
Another novel (and unexpected) observation is that speakers’ biological sex and their role in
task-oriented dialogues might affect both entrainment itself as well as its relationship to trust
(Reichel et al, accepted with revisions). In Slovak human-human corpus, females were found to
entrain more than males and people describing the situation (describers) entrained more than
those who needed to act based on that description (followers). Yet, males were not worse in
solving the task than females and we hypothesize that entrainment might be used differently
across genders in cooperative solution-oriented interactions: Male describers might tend to
mark hierarchy/authority by disentrainment, which can be as beneficial as the female strategy of
common ground creation by entrainment. As followers, females and males were similar. In other
words, male followers seem to entrain more, maybe to signal that they accept the describer's
authority, and female followers appear to entrain less, to signal it is less their but rather the
describer's responsibility to establish common ground.
Finally, in the last year of the grant we started probing the entrainment-trust relationship when
humans communicate with robots. In collaboration with Angelo Cangelosi (PI for another
research sponsored by AFOSR) and his students we implemented the GoFish-v2 game to
replace static avatar pictures with embodied humanoid Nao robots. Although the pilot testing
has not shown a significant association between trust and prosodic modification in general, we
did find an interaction between this relationship and personality traits (disentrainment seems to
correlate with openness to new experience and agreeableness, Benus et al. 18b). Additionally,
we have acquired the social robotic head Furhat and are in the process of modifying our game
protocols for testing the entrainment-trust relationship when people interact with robots capable
of social signalling.
In future, we plan to modify our scenarios to involve more engagement and emotion since the
ones we used present relatively little variability and thus a decreased potential for producing and
perceiving speech entrainment. We also plan to explore the manipulation of turn-taking
behavior in addition to prosodic features since our research in human-human dialogues
suggest positive effects of entrainment on turn-taking such as backchanneling and latency
(Levitan et al. 15b, Benus 16). Additionally, we will expand on our initial exploration of the
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potential links between entrainment-trust and personality (Benus et al. 18a, Benus et al. 18b).
Finally, using a technique known as voice morphing, we are developing tools for exploring how
avatar's voices synthesized with an accent (e.g. an avatar speaking English with ‘Slovak’
accent to resemble Slovaks who speak English) might affect trust of humans towards such
avatars.
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